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Dear Ms. Olino

Thank you very much for advising me of some changes concerning the formatting of my manuscript. The points mentioned which you had liked me to improve are the following ones:

1. **Consent**: written consent has already been obtained from the patient’s parents. A “Consent section” has been included in the manuscript.
2. **Authors’ information**: an “author’s contribution section” was placed after competing interests
3. **Competing interests**: a “Competing interests section” was included
4. **Acknowledgment**: An “acknowledgment section” was included in the manuscript.
5. **Formatting**: An “abstract section” according to the guidelines for authors was placed on the second page.
6. **Title**: The spelling of monozygotic twins in the title was corrected.

I hope that my answer to your inquiry is satisfactory and remain with kind regards,

[Signature]

Christoph Rüegger